Comprehensive Security for a Flexible Workforce
Can your security work smarter and harder?

Global cybercrime costs are expected to grow to $10.5 trillion USD annually by 2025, as security threats become increasingly sophisticated. That includes threats from both inside and outside of your IT infrastructure, with remote work highlighting a growing security risk. It’s time for security strategies that stay a step ahead. Xerox Managed Print Services provides comprehensive security. From policy management to device protection and everything in between, no other solution does more to keep your business safe.

**SECURE DEVICES**

**Next-level security right out of the box.**

Xerox® ConnectKey® Technology-enabled devices are the building blocks of a more secure network with Xerox Managed Print Services. Purpose-built to be trusted endpoints, our multifunction printers leverage innovative technologies to safeguard your devices, documents and data.

- Prevent malicious attacks, malware proliferation and unauthorized access to the device and its features through authentication.
- Detect and stop harmful changes to firmware by preventing unauthorized printers from connecting to the network.
- Safeguard physical and digital documents from unauthorized disclosure or modification. Secure data at rest and in motion with advanced encryption and image deletion capabilities.
- Rest assured knowing you’re protected by industry-leading security standards through external partnerships with McAfee and Cisco. Performance is measured against international standards through certification bodies such as Common Criteria (ISO/IEC 15408) and FIPS 140-2.

**SECURE FLEET MANAGEMENT**

**Instant, effortless, fleet-wide policy enforcement.**

Security breaches happen when there are gaps in your security strategy. And when you rely on manual device configuration, it’s easy for those gaps to multiply. With Xerox Managed Print Services security compliance, you can streamline your approach to policy configuration and gain complete control of your printer fleet:

- Create baseline security policies that align with your precise IT requirements.
- Get a snapshot of overall fleet health to support policy adjustments through the device security center.
- Reduce the potential impact of breaches with end-to-end security event monitoring.
- Receive timely threat event communication through integration with marketing-leading Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) tools.
- Reduce errors, save time and lower costs by automating the device certificate process.
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XEROX MANAGED PRINT SERVICES

Xerox Managed Print Services is a streamlined and secure way to accelerate digital transformation and improve the way people and technology work together.

With this world-class combination of analytics, workflow automation, content management, security solutions and print infrastructure optimization, you can work more efficiently and keep data secure. It’s about empowering both in-office and at-home teams to do their best work with next-level security.

SECURE DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

Stay protected, connected and efficient.

Unauthorized and unintentional access to documents is a huge security issue at organizations big and small. Help your teams stay securely connected to your organization’s printers with unmatched access control.

- On-device authentication via ID card or PIN code means only authorized users can access fleet printers and the only eyes on each print job are the ones you want.
- Restrict mobile printing to your WiFi network or enable 4G/5G access.
- Enable guest printing without giving guests network access.
- Analyze print usage to identify data leak risks and threats, in the office and at home.
- Control access to higher cost devices.

SECURE CONTENT MANAGEMENT

Regulate restricted content, automatically.

Never miss an insight. Administrators receive alerts whenever restricted content is found in the print system. So you can capture any activity that isn’t in line with your security policies:

- Any and all unapproved scanning, copying or printing — flagged based on administrator-chosen keywords and phrases — triggers an immediate alert to administrators.
- All documents are automatically encrypted using a symmetric key cryptography algorithm before being sent to content storage.
- Sensitive data is also secured through user- and group-based access, password protection and automated retention and disposition.
- Governance and lifecycle management protect and retain important business information and provide visibility into who interacts with content and how.
- When going beyond your firewall, email, fax and encrypted electronic communications are secured by RMail and SendSecure for electronic document exchange.

MPS ADVANCED ANALYTICS MEANS ACTIONABLE DATA

Security analytics.

Investigate details and enforce policies. Take advantage of compliance reporting for printer firmware, password, data protection and protocol settings.

User analytics.

Measure against security policies. Inspect user information for usage irregularities — who, what, when and where for printing, scanning and faxing.
The most security-minded businesses and governments choose us.

Why do 10/10 top global banks and largest universities, as well as all 50 U.S. state governments, partner with us? Because, in a world where threats can come from anywhere at any time, comprehensive security isn’t just a good option — it’s the only option. Our solutions support a Zero-Trust security model, assuming everything is at risk and creating a print infrastructure that flexes accordingly.

INDUSTRY-LEADING. IT-EMPOWERING.
Xerox is positioned as a Leader in the Quocirca Print Security Landscape, 2022.

CLOUD-HOSTED SECURE SOLUTIONS.
Xerox® Managed Print Services tool suite, Xerox App Gallery and Xerox® Workplace Cloud are SOC 2 Type 2 certified.

AUTOMATING YOUR RESPONSE TO CYBERATTACKS.
Xerox is the first to augment our embedded printer security technologies with the market-leading McAfee® DXL and Cisco® pxGrid platforms, enabling instantaneous, automatic threat response.

FedRAMP
GOVERNMENT-TESTED. FedRAMP-APPROVED.
Xerox is the first print vendor to receive security authorization from FedRAMP for cloud-based Managed Print Services. FedRAMP controls have also helped us enhance data collection and protection for the private sector.

Lock up your IP. Unlock your potential.
With Xerox Managed Print Services, you can protect your critical devices, documents and data and start on the road to greater productivity. Because when you’re able to stop thinking about the next threat to your organization and refocus time and resources on your core business goals, big things happen. Learn more at xerox.com/MPS.